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FAREWELL TO DAMPIER 

BY H. E. L. PORTER 
• 

VERY article about climbing in New Zealand tends to lapse 
sooner or later into a homily about the vagaries of the weather 

__,. in the Southern Alps; to express delighted surprise if it has 
een moderately kind, and emphatic disgust if it has been true to its 

reputation. In the summer of 1934- 1935 surprise was the dominant 
note, a note which continued to echo resonantly during the first part 
of the recent season. Throughout December and the beginning of 
January the lucky climber might have been excused for imagining him
self to be in god-like company on far-famed Olympus, 'Where is the 
seat of the gods that standeth fast for ever, which is not shaken by 
any wind, nor ever wet with rain.' These conditions reminded Hugh 
Chambers of a remark once made to him by Jack Clarke, the old guide, 
when he was feeling more than usually dispirited as a result of incessant 
storms in 1912, the year when Miss Du Faur was reduced to taking her 
exercise in a bathing-dress and waterproof. Clarke told him by way 
of consolation that there had been a series of fine seasons at the be
ginning of the century, which was certain to repeat itself all in good 
time. The irony of it was that during that halcyon period climbing 
was completely in abeyance. The pioneer work of Harper and 
Mannering was over and the weather had relapsed into its old habits, 
when interest was revived in 1906 by Newton, Teichelmann and Low, 
assisted by the brilliant morning-stars then rising paradoxically in the 
W., Peter and Alec Graham. 

All through December last the sun shone. The steeper rocks grew 
ever blacker, the snow was perfect and the bergschrunds were still 
manageable. The young mountaineers of New Zealand took full 
advantage of the opportunity : all over the Southern Alps in the 
Christmas holidays their feet were almost as ubiquitous as those of the 
ever-increasing hordes of chamois, and far less destructive. Excellent 
work was done by them in Canterbury and Otago and several parties 
visited the M t. Cook district under an amicable arrangement with the 
Mt. Cook Tourist Co., by which they were allowed to use all huts and 
hut-stores and to have a night in the Hermitage at the beginning and 
end of their holiday at a special rate. On Christmas Day 35 of them 
competed for the twenty-four bunks of the Malte Brun hut, 17 for the 
twelve bunks of the Haast. Three parties ascended Mt. Cook by the 
Linda route. Elie de Beaumont, the Minarets and Malle Brun were 
thronged as never before. More interesting to me personally was the 
first ascent of Douglas Peak from the E., achieved almost accidentally 
by a party which had set out to climb the adjacent peak of Haidinger. 
When they arrived on the snow-plateau, they observed that the great 
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schrund below Douglas could be crossed without much difficulty ; the 
ice slope above it was covered with good snow and the final rock ridge 
was clean and inviting. The dilemma, set forth in A.J. 43· 88, had 
lost its horns for the time being. Perhaps the finest feat of the year was 
the reopening of Earle's route up the western buttress of Mt. Cook by 
Mr. Rayward and Mick Bowie early in January. The portcullis of 
icicles, usually pendent over the final rocks and forbidding entrance on 
to the ice-:cap, had been swept away by weeks of sunshine. Previous 
ascents had all started from the cheerless Upper Hooker bivouac : 
Rayward and Bowie wisely preferred the new Gardiner hut for their 
base, and reached the summit in the splendid time of 8! hours, keeping 
an almost direct line on the higher rocks instead of working leftwards 
like their predecessors. They thus avoided the traverse of some icy 
gullies, but struck the ice-cap at its steepest. They descended by the 
Linda route to the Haast hut, taking I4 hours on the traverse. While 
on this subject I should like to record in the JOURNAL the fastest ascent 
of Mt. Cook ever made. This was done on December 9, I934, by 
J. R. Powell and G. E. Mabin. They took 5 hrs. 20 mins. up, 5 hrs. 
20 mins. down, spending 2 5 mins. on the top ; I I hrs. 5 mins. in all to 
conquer a difference in level of 7ooo ft . 

When I arrived at the Hermitage early in January I found a happy 
band of sun-burnt youths about to disperse to their various vocations. 
The sun still shone and hope blossomed in my heart that this season 
was going to emulate the last and remain fine indefinitely. Alas for 
human hopes ! The plant was sickly from the start and soon outgrew 
its strength: the heavenly gardener was altogether too generous with 
the watering-pot and it died of a surfeit of rain, as will appear in the 
course of my narrative. 

Vic Williams was free to climb with me for three weeks. He was 
looking and feeling particularly fit, and was eager to get to grips with 
the chief items on our programme, La Perouse and Dampier. But 
something less ambitious had to be attempted first to temper my wind 
and muscles to the demands of the league-long E. ridge of La Perouse 
and a formidable new route on Dampier. There was an unclimbed 
ridge on the Moorhouse range, the E. ridge of Vampire (86oo ft.), on 
which I had long had my eye. It was still there, unobtrusively waiting 
to be wooed, and on January 4 Vic and I set out to the Mueller hut to 
do the wooing. A bridal veil of mist hid the glacier when we started 
at daybreak on the 5th: It hours' easy walking up the Mueller Glacier 
brought us to the foot of its tributary, the Bannie, which we had to 
ascend to its head to reach the col between Mt. Bannie and Vampire. 
It is a well-bred little glacier, most undeservedly neglected. I have 
grappled with it three times, always with respect and pleasure. Each 
time it has offered a stout resistance, but has never shot at me out of 
ambush nor set an underfoot trap. It has three lines of defence : the 
simplicity of the lowest acts as a lure to spur one on to the second ; this 
in my experience has only one weakness, but it may be anywhere in its 
length except away to the far left ; the final obstacle is similar and, on 
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this occasion, drove us right across to the groove between the ice and 
the rocks of Bannie, where a chimney gave access to a slope of ice too 
hard and steep even for our long sharp spikes without the aid of steps. 
A traverse back to the left then took us to the col at 8.45. 

Here we found tracks in the snow, which we knew must have been 
made by A. J. Scott's party, who had recently taken a camp over the 
Moorhouse range into the little-known Mackerrow valley: from this 
col they could ascend only Vamp ire or Bannie. Had they forestalled 
us and taken the bloom off our ridge ? Curiosity, reinforced by 
shivers, for the mist was thick and chilly, soon drove us on. A very 
few steps along the ridge sufficed to convince us that the bloom was 
still fresh. Almost at once we were confronted with a ruined tower, 
which we passed on the left by means of a crumbling shelf hanging over 
a great abyss. Vic passed the obstacle with nonchalance still smoking 
his pipe, I myself with that horrible feeling of insecurity about one's 
bootnails that lack of practice engenders. The whole ridge " Tas in an 
advanced stage of senility and we met few holds for which we could 
be thankful that they were still part of the essential structure of the 
mountain. There were many towers of grotesque shapes, some 
avoidable by a traverse of sound slabs on the N. side. The final rise 
of I so ft. was less decayed and was breached by an interesting scimitar
shaped crack, where for a change we had no feeling of apprehension 
that one side or the other might cave away under pressure. The 
summit, reached at I I. 3 o, was crowned by a neat little cairn of flat 
stones, wherein we found the record of the only previous ascent in the 
exuberant handwriting of Mr. Turner. It was dated March 23, 1914. 
The paper was still sound and the writing unsmudged. He and.Peter 
Graham had come along the W. ridge over Mt. Burns and Bernard 
Pass, the latter named after Captain Head who first crossed it. 

Unfortunately a persistent mist hung over the range all day, robbing 
us of our view. 1 'his was the fourth time I had carried a camera to 
the top of the Moorhouse Range without pressing the button once. 
We could, however, see that snow lying high up on the northern flank 
of the W. ridge would facilitate our descent. We reached it by easy 
rocks and traversed along, never dreaming that we could miss the col 
completely. But the mist thickened and when we came back to the 
ridge we found ourselves well on the way to Mt. Burns. Retracing 
our steps, we struck the right spot, but viewed the prospect below with 
singular lack of enthusiasm. The first stage of the descent is a series 
of zigzags on ledges sloping out at an uncomfortable angle and strewn 
with loose debris. Some of this we tipped off to clear a space for the 
foot, only to receive back a cloud of loose grit, raised by its rebound on 
lower ledges. This embedded itself remorselessly, like a swarm of 
sandflies, in the adhesive layer of grease on our faces, so that we soon 
looked more like coal-heavers than climbers on the snowy eaves of the 
world. The angle eased off after some zoo ft. and we sank steadily to 
the glacier, reaching the hut at 5·45 after a sufficiently strenuous but 
well-staged first day. 
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· Our season thus. began propitiously with Vampire and it ended 
well, two months later, with another of the Mueller peaks, Mt. Spence 
(Ssoo ft.), a jolly little rock-climb, attainable from Barron's Saddle 
either by climbing the low peak of Montgomery and following the ridge 
westwards, or by a short-circuit across the steep neve covering the S. 
face of Montgomery. With crampons the latter course is the better. The 
ridge, composed of sound slabs, is almost level for half a mile, till it 
rises fairly steeply in a final soo-ft. cone, best climbed by easy ledges 
on the S. side. We had a lovely morning for the ascent, which took 
6 hours from the hut. Nor'west clouds were visible on the coast, but 
appeared almost stationary and devoid of malice. After a pleasant 
siesta on the summit we were packing up for departure, when a shrill 
whistle pierced our ears. Neither Vic nor I, however happy we may be, 
are given to whistling on mountain-tops. After staring at each other 
with a wild surmise, we turned simultaneously and beheld a great bull 
tahr poised on the next pinnacle 30ft. away. My hand crept stealthily 
toward the camera, but the tahr, having duly warned his attendant 
harem, quietly faded out of the picture. The nor' wester, though really 
unready for action, did what it could to render our return unpleasant 
by lashing us with furious gusts on the slabs and obscuring the Moor
house Range, of which I wanted a good photo to illustrate the whole of 
our route on Vampire. But the rain held off till night and was not 
unduly wetting even on the way down frorn the hut next day. 

In all the weeks that intervened between these two climbs we made 
only two expeditions worth recording, both starting from the new hut 
built on the site of the old bivouac on the N oeline rock and named the 
' Gardiner ' hut in graceful recognition of Miss Gardiner's many 
services to N.Z. climbing. It is a most useful addition to the facilities 
of the Hermitage district : before its erection to attempt the great 
Hooker climbs in a normal year was at best a forlorn hope and at worst 
sheer waste of labour: now with a solidly built, well-stocked hut one 
can bide one's time, and advance or retreat with comfort of body and 
peace of mind. No praise is too high for the Hern1itage staff, who 

· man-handled all the material from the Hooker hut on\;vards and con
structed the hut in this stormy wind-swept spot and did it so thoroughly 
that even in a gale there is not a tremor of movement, even in the 
fiercest rain not a drop enters. It stands exactly on the old sunk 
bivouac site, which was excavated two feet deeper. At the very 
bottom there was found beneath a layer of ice an onion sprouting 
vigorously: this of course had been brought up originally as an edible, 
and the odd part about it was not its presence but its tenacity of life : 
but "for what purpose could anyone have brought up the tennis-ball 
which was dug up at its side ? The explanation, whatever it may be, 
must be simpler than Mick Bowie's humorous suggestion, that it was 
blown over from Australia in the great dust-storm of 1928. 

Vic and I arrived at the hut on January 8, having threaded the laby
rinth of the icefall rather than carry heavy packs up the Noeline rock. 
This was the first time in my experience that the icefall had been 
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vulnerable. Before we got through we seemed, like the knight in the 
Tour de Cavalier on the chess-board, to have visited every square
topped serac at least once. After one wet day we set out on the 1oth at 
3.30 for La Perouse (Io,Ioi ft.). A pane of mica had fallen out of 
Vic's lantern, and a eat's cradle of string had to be constructed round 
it to render it proof to the night breezes. By 5 o'clock we reached the 
spot where one looks from a distance at Harper's Saddle and speculates 
whether it is worth while tackling the awe-inspiring schrund, in order 
to ascend direct to the col, or better to strike off to the lef tup the 
slopes of La Perouse. On this occasion the schrund looked more 
repellent than ever and we rejected forthwith all idea of grappling with 
it. Having donned rope and crampons we wheeled leftwards, and after 
pursuing a crab-wise course for some hundreds of feet failed by a 
narrow margin to cross a big break at a point where inspection from the 
hut had promised us success. We had to double back and effect a 
crossing under fire from the battlements of Beattie, striking the E. 
ridge well above that minor excrescence. 

The ridge is a switchback of great length, rising in all I450 ft. from 
Harper's Saddle, and has four named points on it, Sturdee, Beattie, 
Jellicoe and Low. After many weeks of sunshine all these humps 
were bare rock, dull decaying rock devoid of interest. Under these 
conditions combined with a pitiless sun the E. ridge is far from being 
the most attractive climb in the Southern Alps. It can be very different, 
as Mr. Rose and Frank Milne found on their famous ascent from the 
Hooker hut in January 1925. Starting with the limited objective of 
Harper's Saddle, they walked straight through the icefall, met no 
resistance from the great schrund and reached the saddle very early 
with their energy undiminished. Spurred on by the excellence of 
the snow they then raced along the ridge, hardly touching rock except 
for one passage on J ellicoe. The descent was still speedier and they 
actually walked into the Hermitage the same night. 

Our performance was not so sparkling. On J ellicoe there is a 
vertical step, which we evaded by a traverse on the right. On Low we 
traversed right again, and then donned crampons for a descent of 
250 ft. to the next col, beyond which rose the final bastion of rock in 
two steps to the lower peak. The high peak is 100 yards beyond to the 
W. across a little snow-plateau. We attained it at II.55, but retraced 
our steps at once to a sheltered nook on the low peak to get out of the 
cold wind that s\vept the summit. The return was long, hot and 
wearisome. Though we wasted no time, it was 5 P.M. before we were 
back at the point where we struck the ridge. We decided to proceed 
over Beattie, in order to rejoin our track by a route less liable to stone
fall. After an unpleasant wade through deep, soft snow on ice, we 
regained the glacier at 7 and the hut at 8 after a day of I 6! hours, only 
two of which were spent in halts. 

All our thoughts were now concentrated on Dampier (I I ,287 ft.). 
It is the third highest mountain in N.Z., yet has only once been 
ascended. This one ascent was achieved by Miss Du Faur with Peter 
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Graham and C. Milne as long ago as March 3I, I9I2. In her book, 
written in I914, Miss Du Faur makes some remarks about the mountain 
which with the change of a few words might have been written in I936. 
' Owing to its position immediately beneath the high summit of M t. 
Cook, its height is considerably dwarfed, making it look but an insig
nificant rocky mountain with a sharp snow cone. Nevertheless it is 
the highest virgin peak in N.Z., and it is a marvel that so many seasons 
have come and gone without any attempt being made to climb it. I 
believe in I 909 Mr. Earle, A. C., thought of attempting it from the 
Hooker side, and while camping at the Mt. Cook bivouac went over to 
look at it, only to find that he was cut off by the large schrund at the 
junction of rock and snow. This is, so far as I know, the only attempt 
ever made upon it, though most of the mountaineers 'vho frequent the 
Hermitage season after season had thought they would climb it some-
time when they had conquered M t. Cook, or the particular peak that 
was engrossing their thoughts and efforts at the moment. Like Mr. 
Earle, I would have much preferred to climb it from the Hooker side, 
where it offers some interesting rock-work, but owing to the rocks being 
heavily coated with snow and ice it was impossible to think of it. 
Knowing that two climbers at least had it in mind as the first mountain 
to he climbed at the beginning of next season spurred me on to make 
an attempt from the Tasman side, though I have always said that 
n~thing would induce me to climb by the long, tedious route up the 
Linda Glacier, which was the only route possible at this season.' 

Twenty-two years later climbers still think that they will have a shot 
at Dampier ' sometime.' Still they would all much prefer to attack 
it from the Hooker side. And yet no one had even set foot on it from 
that day to this. Before describing my own attempt, I will outline 
the various possibilities of approach. 

(I) From the Haast hut up the Linda Glacier to the schrund below 
Green's Saddle. Cross this at extreme right and mount a subsidiary 
ridge to the main S. arete and up this to the top (Miss Du Faur's 

· route). There are no outstanding difficulties, but to my mind the 
dangers of the Linda are not counterbalanced by any merit in the climb. 

(2) From the Haast hut up the Linda Glacier as far as Teichelmann 
Corner, then to Clarke's Saddle and along theN. ridge. The approach 
to Clarke's Saddle up steep broken ice is difficult, and the N. ridge is 
very long and certainly not all easy. I have no doubt that a strong, 
fast party could have achieved this fine route in the exceptional condi-
tions of last December. · 

(3) From the head of the Hooker Glacier to the col between David's 
Dome and Dampier and up theW. ridge (Earle's plan). If it was not 
possible to overcome the hiatus between the glacier and the rocks in 
1912, it is far less so now. 

(4) Ascend to Harper's Saddle, traverse David's Dome and go up 
theW. ridge (my plan). No objective danger, but very long. 

(5) From the W. Ascend the La Perouse Glacier to its head and 
strike the N. ridge as near as possible to the final buttress. An 
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elaborate camp is needed to get into position at the foot of the 
glacier. With luck in the weather I believe this to be the most hopeful 
line of attack. 

My plan had been simmering in my head for years. Marcel Kurz 
and I might have tested it in 1927 but for the untimely silence of my 
alarum watch on the critical morning: 1929 and 1933 saw me on the 
N oeline rock hopefully but fruitlessly awaiting another chance. This 
year the spell was lifted and human feet trod Dampier once more. 

We rested on January I I and welcomed the arrival of Hugh Chambers 
and Mick Bowie. The 12th was windy and unpleasant. On the 13th, 
when we looked out at 1.30 the signs were most perplexing. All the 
big peaks were clear, but avvay to the S. there was a lurid array of fish
shaped clouds and high above our heads a mackerel sky of doubtful 
intent. After two days of inaction we needed exercise and no one 
opposed my suggestion that it would at least do us no harm to walk 
up the glacier. So at 3 we set out in bright moonlight and plodded up 
the glacier till 5, when we came to the parting of the ways. Vic and I 
followed our old tracks to the divide near Sturdee, while the others 
went across to the site of the old upper bivouac prior to attacking the 
western buttress of Mt. Cook. We reached Harper's Saddle at 6 and 
the summit of David's Dome at 9, following almost exacfy the line of 
my ascent with Kurz in 1927. From here we viewed the promised 
land with feelings somewhat akin to those of Moses on Mt. Nebo. 
The approach to it began \Vith a descent of 2 50 ft. of snow and ice 
leading to an almost level stretch of jagged teeth. None of these 
offered much resistance except the last, a slender pinnacle set astride 
the ridge exactly at the point vvhere a pronounced fault, visible from 
the Hooker Glacier, runs out. We were lucky to be able to effect a 
sketchy traverse of the base of this tower on the N. side without loss of 
height. An easy rock-buttress follovved, at the top of which we arrived 
at II.IO. Here we paused in excellent good humour to chew a raisin, 
put on crampons and survey the scene ahead. The good humour was 
due to what vve saw, or what we thought we saw, namely some 300 ft. 
of ice, which at its steepest appeared not to exceed 45° in angle leading 
to a so-ft. wall of broken rock supporting the final snow-cone. The 
ice slope had a very pronounced backbone, -which about 100 ft. above 
us started to curve down away to our left, till it sank out of sight in a 
great, open couloir. We set off blithely, expecting to win our peak 
within an hour. In a few minutes we came to a small step fringed 
with icicles. Vic knocked one or two of them away, and peered inside 
into a dim-lit cave transformed by better-focussed eyes into a fairy 
grotto of ice, a huge schrund completely roofed in and receding back 
and back and down and down \Vith exquisite jevvelled facets, gleaming 
crystals, and all the ornament of a Gothic temple. Above it Vic began 
to go slower; soon he was cutting steps. The slope was steepening 
most disquietingly. We had now arrived at the backbone and paused 
to take counsel. If we could cross the backbone and cut over to the 
rocks beyond on a slightly ascending level, we would strike them at a 
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point where we could obviously mount hand over hand. Unluckily 
the backbone was actually the crest of an arching wave, of which so far 
we had seen only the convex side. One glance informed us that the 
concavity beyond was impregnable. Foiled but not yet seriously 
disheartened, we continued up the crest. The ice was brittle and 
flaky. Good steps had to be hewn and they filled up at once with the 
debris from those above. Laboriously we achieved another so ft. 
It was already 12.30, and still quite 100ft. of ice remained. The angle 
was 50° or perhaps a little more, and the steepest section was still 
ahead of us. Meanwhile the sky had darkened and fitful snowflakes 
were descending, which continued with varying intensity for the rest 
of the day. 

The moment for decision had arrived. It was painful but easy. 
If we persevered, we might reach the summit between 2 and 2.30. 
Descending the ice slope with every step choked and all but invisible 
in the grey light would have been at best a slow and nerve-racking 
business. Thence down to the glacier the going would be little quicker 
than on the ascent, there being no easy ground. Consequently be
nightment was certain and neither of us had the least intention of 
wilful benightment in doubtful weather, even to secure such a coveted 
trophy. So we reversed direction without hesitation, but with com
plicated emotions. Disappointment, I suppose, was foremost, but the 
sting was certainly taken out of it by some tinge of satisfaction that 
Dampier had won another round, leaving us in good trim to continue 
the fight and develop a new plan of campaign. Foot by foot we crept 
down the ice. It was desperately important not to have a slip. We 
spent over 30 minutes getting back to the rocks, where we relaxed for 
a time and refreshed ourselves with food and drink for the long trek 
home. Looking back on the day from a distance of several months, 
I see nothing to regret in our decision. To have bridged the narrow 
gap that separated us from our haven in the time available we needed 
to be a couple of well-oiled gyroscopic robots instead of rather weary 
flesh and blood very far from tired of ·life. Little need be said of the 
descent. At 6 we halted above Harper's Saddle to consume the tins 
of pears and sardines reserved for the summit, had we won it. At 8 
we reached the glacier and at 9· 5 with the last gleam of daylight clat
tered into the hut, to be welcomed by sympathy for our defeat and a 
feast of nectar and ambrosia in the form of vast bowls of tea and por
ridge, to my mind the only satisfactory form of food for a tired body, 
which craves to sleep rather than toss about in the throes of dyspepsia. 

Our next- move was to the Haast hut to investigate the route via 
Clarke's Saddle. We could see the weather breaking at last as we 
ascended the Haast ridge, and listened without surprise to the rattle of 
heavy rain on the roof all night. Even so we were amazed next morning 
to see a great brown river swirling down the middle of the glacier 
3000 ft. below. We heard later that there had been 14 inches of rain 
at the Hermitage that night. Three bitterly cold days ensued, of 
which I have only one pleasant recollection, a story Vic told me of a 
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Maori who had entered a train for the first time in his life. The train 
entered a tunnel. When it emerged in due course at the other end, 
' Crikey,' said the Maori, 'it's to-morrow' ! When the rain ceased, 
we returned to the hotel, till the plaster of new snow should disappear. 
Our next effort was arrested at the Ball hut by the news of a serious 
accident on Mt. Hamilton, where an amateur climber unused to cram
pons had overbalanced on an ice slope and had dislocated or broken an 
ankle. His guide, Felix Harvey, nursed him down for 5 hours, till 
they reached a spot where the victim could safely be left for the night. 
He then hurried to the Malte Brun hut, collected some food and a 
dozen blankets, went back and tucked the patient up, returned to the 
hut, slept for an hour or two, and descended at dawn to the Ball hut to 
summon help. By a stroke of luck Joe Fluerty, the Maori guide, had 
come over from the W. coast the night before with three youths, and 
his party set out at once to the rescue. Abandoning our own plans, 
Vic and I and Clive Barker followed on at midday with the bus-driver, 
the hut keeper and another guide. Absurdly underestimating the 
difficulty of the job, we expected to meet Joe's party somewhere about 
De La Beche corner and possibly get back to the Ball hut late that 
night. Actually the reunion took place miles further up at the junction 
of the Darwin and Tasman Glaciers at 6 o'clock, leaving barely enough 
daylight to carry the stretcher to the Malte Brun hut. Vic and Joe are 
tremendously powerful men, yet all hands had a terrific struggle to hoist 
the stretcher and its 10-stone burden up the 300-ft. bank of treacherous 
lateral moraine and grass slope to the hut. There remained for the 
morrow the 9-mile stretch of hummocky ice to the Ball hut. We badly 
needed some device to husband our strength, and we found the very 
thing in the hut. For years there had been reposing in the rafters a 
number of 8-foot bamboo poles, painted black, white and red in lengths 
of a foot, originally brought up by Captain Head in order to measure 
the rate of movement of the glacier. By securing a bundle of these at 
each end across the stretcher, we could have two carriers on each side 
and one behind. This device worked splendidly, not only distributing 
the weight but imparting such elasticity to the apparatus that its 
occupant suffered very little. Aided by strong reinforcements just 
when our own energy was failing, we deposited our load at the Ball hut 
after 9l hours' toil. The conclusion I drew from my first rescue-party 
was that such a form of exercise has no merit except as a means of 

• • • acqu1r1ng v1rtue. 
After this diversion my wife and I went over to theW. coast, where 

we were dogged by the same bad weather. After a week we managed 
to get out to the Almer hut with Joe Fluerty, just as another fierce nor'
wester was blowing up. It was still raging 36 hours later, when the 
only Primus stove struck work. Patient attempts by Jack Cox to cook 
eggs in a frying-pan held over a chimney-lamp filled the hut with a 
m1asma of sooc more noisome than martyrdom under the lash of the 
storm. We set out on a nightmare descent of the Franz Josef, the 
surface of which had been transformed by the rain into polished glass, 
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FAREWELL TO DAMPIER 

so that on the gentlest slope the foot slid helplessly. We had no cram
pons and could only plough our vray down foot by foot, incredibly wet 
and cold beyond words. How we gnashed our chattering teeth, when 
another party crampon-shod sailed past us like the Queen Mary over
hauling a tramp ! 

The rains continued and extended even into March, stultifying my 
second visit to the Hermitage. Needless to say our further designs on 
Dampier came to nothing. Hence the title of my paper. 1 hope, 
nevertheless, that the ' Farewell ' will prove to be of the type beloved 
of actor-managers and prima donnas, and that a return will be staged 
in the not too distant future. 

' 
• 

• 

• 
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